
2:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Rooms

Time National A National B National C Celebration Allendale Grand Salon

8:00 AM - 8:25 AM

8:25 AM - 10:00 AM

10:00 AM - 8:00 PM

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM Session #1 Leon Vanella - Artel (Customer) - Integrating O365 with 

Infor CSI/Syteline - Join me for a look at one 

small/medium manufacturing company’s work on using 

the O365 Power Automate platform to extract, use, and 

share data that resides in CSI. From synced locations 

outside the ERP, this data fuels lookups in SharePoint as 

well as PowerApps for processes like Purchase 

Requisitions, Device History Records, Calibrations, and 

Employee Governance. Setting goals, Data mapping, the 

mechanics of the REST API, and governance of 

automations will all be discussed.

The Lake Companies - - Shop-Trak & Doc-Trak – New 

Releases - Check out the latest core functionality, 

including Shop-Trak FlexSpace, Doc-Trak Flex, and Fact-

Trak FlexReports. Your team will never search again for 

information to do their job. We’ll also cover our 

Department of Defense (DoD) CMMC product releases for 

Shop-Trak and Doc-Trak. In addition, you will see our new 

Direct Machine Interface (DMI) solution, including the 

integration to MEMEX’s MERLIN Machine Monitoring 

application.   

Infor - - Best practices for upgrade-safe extensibility - 

SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial use the Mongoose 

development framework which provides you with the 

flexibility to tailor your enterprise business system to your 

unique needs. Attend this session to ensure those critical 

extensions are upgrade-safe.

Infor - - Out of Box Industry Best Practices Built Into 

Your Project Plan (60/30/10) - 

FAIC Group - A/P Voucher Integration to CSI - Infor - How to utilize document management 

capabilities of Infor OS - 

12:00 PM - 1:30 PM

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM Session #2 CadLink - Rey Bustamante - ECN Tips: How to handle 

ECNs the right way! - A bad ECN process can amplify 

supply chain issues through purchasing inaccuracies, 

scrap, shipment delays, and wasting your time. So what 

does a smooth ECN look like? We'll discuss the goals, 

processes, and characteristics of a good ECN.

Intellidash - - Why “Analytics as a Service” is Better, 

Faster, Cheaper - Cooking is great, but we still go to a 

restaurant! Would you manufacture something, if you can 

get it quickly with better quality and ease of use?  Why 

would you not apply the same logic to your Analytics? 

Introducing “Analytics As A Service”.

Infor - - Infor Platform & Technology Roadmap - Data 

Faric, AI/ML, Portals 2,0, Stratus

ShopVue - ShopVue MES; a Digital Factory Experience - 

ShopVue is a modular, user-friendly MES with modules 

for labor management, traceability, digital work 

instructions and plant-wide analytics.  For over 30 years, 

forward-thinking manufacturers have relied on us to 

optimize their operations and improve both quality and 

efficiency on the shop floor.

Table topics 

Tips and tricks of finance

Infor - How to setup complex Data Views in Infor 

CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) - Are you using Data 

Views? You should be! Attend this hands-on session to 

create a multi-IDO parameterized Data View.

2:30 PM - 2:45 PM

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM  Session #3 Adams Automation - Kurt Kiley - I want to switch to 

APS, where do I start?

Nutech - - Implementing Barcode Data Collection for 

SyteLine - Join us as we discuss how to choose and 

implement a factory automation solution for your 

enterprise. Drawing on Nutech's 30+ years of real-life 

lessons, Nutech will discuss the keys to a successful 

implementation, including costly pitfalls to avoid. This 

session will include a demonstration of Nutech's 

Viewpoint for SyteLine. 

Infor - - Infor SyteLine & Infor CloudSuite Industrial 

technology roadmap - Join us for a roadmap discussion 

concerning the various technologies used by SyteLine & 

CloudSuite Industrial and upcoming plans. Topics will 

include: Quality initiatives and test automation, 

scalability, zero downtime, code out of the database, 

cloud and extensibility, mean time to repair, eliminating 

license keys, and increasing quality with unit test 

automation.

DRI - - Shopify and EDI – Let Decision365 Do It for You - 

Stop spending significant time managing orders from 

multiple commerce platforms. Decision365 is a 

comprehensive commerce hub for all your inbound data – 

whether EDI, Shopify webstore, manual order entry, or all 

three. Decision365 allows you to see all orders in one 

view and compare inbound data to SyteLine data. Provide 

your Shopify customers with actual delivery and shipment 

dates, inventory, prices, and shipment information from 

SyteLine. Connect numerous warehouses, sites, and 

stores. Join us and see how your organization can 

increase productivity, automate clerical tasks, and sync 

inventory with Decision365.

KJC Consulting Group - Using Projects in CSI - Learn the 

benefits of using the Project Module in CSI.  Projects 

provide a great cost management tool.  Projects allow 

visibility to budgeted costs, planned costs and actual costs 

of large projects that have multiple resources all in one 

form.  Projects also gives the ability to recognize revenue 

without the shipping of any product.

Infor - Personalize SyteLine like a Rock Star: Part 1 - 

Learn how to develop personalizations using Form 

Extensions

3:45 PM - 4:00 PM

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM Session #4 Infor - - Testing as a Service and how it impacts MT 

customers. Walk through Tools and Built in Tests 

Infor - - Comprehensive Time Accounting and 

Production Tracking for Manufacturers - Factory Track is 

a proven solution, built to support concepts of total time 

accounting. Not only is this a regulatory requirement for 

many Aerospace & Defense manufacturers and 

contractors, it also allows for comprehensive tracking of 

production and labor activities.  This session will provide 

an overview of the how customers can leverage Infor 

Factory Track to align organizational labor requirements 

(attendance rules, comprehensive tracking and 

categorization of hours etc.) along with production 

activities.

QuadKor - - Advanced Rental Pack - HubKor which 

connects SyteLine to multiple applications

Logicdata - Mark Feldhammer - Interested in taking your 

ecommerce initiative to the next level? - iShop is the 

only ecommerce storefront fully integrated with 

SyteLine.  Find out what we’ve done to help you expand 

your on-line presence and increase your customer service 

levels.  iShop is available for SaaS OR on-premises 

deployments of SyteLine and makes it easy for you to 

publish a full catalog and content management system to 

help you service your customers.  Spare parts, complete 

products and configure to order with Infor CPQ!

Infor - - Infor SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial Companion 

Bookends: CRM & Service -  You’ve got Order 

Management down to a science, but what about before 

the sale or after?  We’ve got you covered with CRM and 

Service modules for SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial. Find 

out how you can improve your pipeline, get better 

visibility on account activities and manage after-sales 

service engagements 

Infor - Personalize SyteLine like a Rock Star: Part 2 - 

Learn how to develop personalizations using, Component 

Classes, Lists and Validators

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Rooms

Time National A National B National C Celebration Allendale Grand Salon

8:30 AM - 8:40 AM

8:40 AM - 10:00 AM

10:00 AM - 4:30 PM

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

Soma Somasundaram (President & CTO) - Roadmap & Strategy [Stay tuned for more topics]

Vendor Expo OPEN  [Osceola]
Snack Break

7:00 AM - 8:30 AM Registration and Info table open

Breakfast
Opening Remarks - Ken Kemp [Room: International]

Registration and Info table open

Breakfast

Vendor Fair Opening  [Osceola]

Lunch - Infor Annoucements [Osceola]

Stretch Break  

6:30 AM - 8:00 AM

Snack Break 

Welcome Reception - [Osceloa]

Brought to you by: 

Tuesday, March 29, 2022

Snack Break

Monday, March 28, 2022

Sunday, March 27, 2022
 Early Registration - Registration Desk 2PM - 8PM

Opening Remarks - Ken Kemp [International]

Opening Keynote - Erik Qualman [International]

https://equalman.com/

Erik Qualman is a #1 Bestselling Author and Motivational Keynote Speaker that has spoken in over 55 countries, and reached 35 million people.

His Socialnomics work has been featured on 60 Minutes to the Wall Street Journal and used by the National Guard to NASA. His book Digital Leader propelled him to be voted the 2nd Most Likeable Author in the World behind Harry Potter’s J.K. Rowling. Qualman was formerly a sitting professor at Harvard & 

MIT’s edX labs.



10:45 AM - 11:45 PM  Session #5 The Lake Companies - John Brown - Why not doing 

these 2 simple things with APS will kill your on-time 

shipment rates - Maintaining a high on-time shipment 

rate starts with promising. But if you don’t do 2 simple 

things when you promise, you can make it almost 

impossible to meet your dates. Come to this session to 

learn what these 2 things are and how to perform them 

with APS. 

CADTALK - - From basic to hyper-automation: where are 

you on the automation spectrum? -  Some 

manufacturing companies are just getting started with 

basic automation, while others are already in hyper-

automation mode. In this session, we will look at various 

touchpoints of the manufacturing process and the role 

technology automation plays at each, along with some 

case studies of successful automation in action.  

Table topics

Technical challenges of upgrading

 Ken Leisegang -  xRS, Inc. - QCS and ProTrack  - This 

session is organized as two parts.  The first part focuses 

on the existing SyteLine based QCS application. The 

second part focuses on ProTrack, a SyteLine based 

application that adds process management support to 

selected SyteLine functions, as well as adding support for 

new processes not currently in SyteLine.  Examples 

include Engineering Change Management, Audit, Non-

Conformance, Corrective Action, Production Issue 

Tracking and more.  ProTrack includes Pareto analysis and 

metrics.  A live demonstration of both QCS and ProTrack 

will be provided.

Ken is the original architect/designer of QCS and has 30+ 

years’ experience with SyteLine.

Avalara - Brent Peterson - Accounting Automation for 

Syteline Users - A growing business will quickly realize 

manual accounting practices can be a drain on 

productivity. Adding new customers, offering new 

services and selling into new territories and via new 

channels are all exciting growth opportunities for a 

business, but being able to manage the accounting 

complexities that come along with these growth 

opportunities can be a drain on resources.

Our partners at Avalara will share with us tax automation 

that can help your business operate more efficiently, 

including:

•                     The drivers of complexity in sales tax 

compliance that you need to be aware of, including nexus, 

rates, rules, exemptions, filing calendars, and more!

•                     Automation for managing exemption 

certificates and sales tax

•                     Consumer use tax: what is it and how does it 

affect manufacturers and distributors

Infor - Part 1 - How to extend your SyteLIne/CSI data 

and push into the Data Lake - In this two part academy, 

spend time learning more about how to utilize the Infor 

OS data management capabilities and how you can then 

use that additional data through analytics and reporting.

11:45 AM - 1:15 PM

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM Session #6 AIT Business - AIT SureShip™: Shipping Management 

and Carrier Integration for CSI/SyteLine - Come and see 

how SyteLine customers can create and manage shipping 

transactions – from rate-shopping to carrier shipment and 

label printing – All from a single, integrated user-interface 

that is intuitive, efficient, and easy to use. With AIT’s 

SureShip™, you’ll be able to streamline and simplify the 

shipping process, resulting in reduced transactions, 

duplication of effort, timing delays, and the errors that 

come with those. Not only will customer service (or portal 

customers!) see accurate and up-to-date tracking 

information, but they’ll also be able to get freight cost 

estimates at the push of a button. SureShip™ can also 

manage multiple customer carrier accounts, as well as 

complicated rules for freight charge management.  Join us 

to see how easy it can be to do the shipping process in 

one place, at one time!

Godlan - - Producing More with Less: The Big 6 

Manufacturing Losses & How to Obliterate Them - In the 

fourth industrial revolution, the goal of producing more 

with less has resulted in manufacturers leveraging their 

own data from the shop floor to coax out any remaining 

efficiency. While this data and resulting analytics can 

create a modicum improvement, the biggest method of 

success is found in resolving “The Six Big Losses”.

Infor - - Isolating performance issues to improve end 

results with SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial - Multiple 

factors can influence bottom-line performance of 

SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial. Learn how to troubleshoot 

and isolate factors so you can focus on solutions that 

provide measurable end results.

Table Topics ERS Radley - Emily Messenger/Cassie Noles - Live and Let 

EDI - Shaking up the future of communication between 

Radley EDI and SyteLine.  Join Emily Messenger from 

Radley LLC and Cassie Noles from JD Noles Consulting to 

learn about the exciting new communication style that a 

Radley and JD Noles implementation will allow.

Infor - Part 2 - How to consume and expand on your 

Analytics and reporting from the Data Lake - In this two 

part academy, spend time learning more about how to 

utilize the Infor OS data management capabilities and 

how you can then use that additional data through 

analytics and reporting.

2:15 PM - 2:30 PM

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM  Session #7 Athena Koeppel - Precision Castparts Corp. - Moving 

Your Company Along on The Cloud Journey - Learn about 

the journey one company went through to build an 

internal governance structure to move multiple sites from 

on-prem separate instances to an enterprise standard 

solution. This session will be interactive with discussion 

points on what we found worked and didn’t work.

Table Topics - Shop Floor Management Infor - - Infor SyteLine & Infor CloudSuite Industrial 

roadmap - Attend this session to hear about the latest 

innovations for Infor SyteLine & CloudSuite Industrial 

product family (SL, FT, CPQ, Portals, CRM CE). Learn 

what’s currently on the Roadmap and what exciting 

enhancements are planned for the future.

JD Noles - Cassie Noles - The ABCs and 123s of EDI" - 

You are invited to listen in as Cassie from JD Noles 

Consulting offers advice and tips on making the most of 

your SyteLine EDI implementation!  Cassie brings 25+ 

years of EDI experience with hundreds of 

implementations on-prem and in the cloud successfully. 

List Tech Consulting LLC - Dale List - Analyzing your 

system - how well are you using your system

NO SESSION PC TEAR DOWN

3:30 PM - 3:45 PM

3:45 PM - 5:00 PM  Session #8

Rooms

Time National A National B National C Celebration Allendale Kissimmee

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM  Session #9 Brentwood - Ron Muth - MRP & Scheduling – Beyond 

the System - Are you struggling with MRP & Scheduling 

adoption, usage, or accuracy? Learn about how external 

factors & decisions may impact a successful MRP & 

Scheduling implementation.

Infor - - Move beyond pilot purgatory and accelerate 

your Industry 4.0 roadmap with a cloud-based solution 

(ROADMAP) - Are you in constant pilot purgatory with 

Industry 4.0 projects? Most Industry 4.0 project do not 

scale beyond the prototyping phase as they are not easily 

integrated into the existing eco-system. This session will 

show and demonstrate how Factory Track is evolving to 

support machine/ PLC data collection as well as Infor Data 

Lake to deliver a cloud-based solution.

Table Topics Reporting Infor - - Tracking and validating your part quality with 

SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial Quality Control System 

(QCS) - Do you have your quality management under 

control? Attend this session to learn how to seamlessly 

embed quality controls into ERP processes, perform Cost 

of Quality analysis, and ensure parts adhere to customer 

specifications with SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial Quality 

Control System.

Intek/Minerva - Dave Teitsma - When Syteline data 

collection is not enough – how to know if you need 

warehouse automation software to make your 

warehouse hum, and learn how another Syteline user 

actually did it! - Barcoding basic Syteline warehouse 

transactions doesn’t always enable optimal warehouse 

and logistics operations.  Uncover the trends that are 

rapidly changing warehouse distribution from COVID-19, 

Amazon Effect, the omni-channel revolution, AMRs and 

more.  Find out how one Syteline user replaced their 

Syteline data collection solution and revolutionized 

warehouse operations – while eliminating half of its 3rd 

party software applications (and costly integrations), 

reducing its warehouse labor force, and growing the 

business 60%! 

Lexel Corporation - Mark Shubel - Developing an 

eCommerce Strategy.  Do you have one? - Does your 

company have an eCommerce strategy? If not, why not? 

Today, a comprehensive eCommerce strategy is a 

necessity. Your customers expect it. There is much more 

to consider than simply an online ordering presence. A 

proper eCommerce strategy will enhance your core 

business and set you above your competition….all while 

giving your customers what they need, increasing your 

sales and at the same time, reducing your costs. Join us 

for this informative presentation and how CN3 for 

Syteline can help you achieve those goals.

10:00 AM - 10:15 AM

Snack Break  

Wednesday, March 30, 2022

Breakfast and Info table open

Stretch Break  

Infor Round Table [Room: International]

Ask the Experts Your Questions (Be Sure to Submit in App Before the Session)

Hall of Fame & Lunch  - Business meeting and Giveaways [Osceola]

Stretch Break  



10:15 AM - 11:15 AM  Session #10 Table Topics - APS Apptrix - Scott Miller - SL 10/FT Infor OS Single Sign-On 

(SSO) and Security Token Service - SyteLine 10 and 

Factory Track now support more than ADFS for 

Federation Services Single Sign-On (SSO) in Infor OS (Ping 

One, Okta, Azure AD, OneLogin, Centrify just to name a 

few).  Join us to learn the basics of deploying STS (Security 

Token Service) and possibly other technical topics.  This 

sessions presenter - Scott Miller has over 25 years of 

experience in the system configuration, performance, 

testing, administration of Infor products deployed on-

premise, and within single-tenant, multi-tenant 

hosted/cloud environments.

Open SourceDay - Clint McCree - How to improve Supplier 

Performance and OTIF delivery. - Supply chain disruption 

is nothing new—but the past few years of the pandemic 

have seen supply chain disruptions so large and 

widespread that we’re still feeling the effects today. In 

order to continue to protect your business from the 

supply chain shocks of recent years, digital transformation 

is essential. It’s critical for companies to continue to close 

the gap between purchase orders (POs) and shipments. 

The reality of the modern supply chain means purchase 

orders, whether in a pandemic or not, will change about 

52% of the time. This phase of the supply chain often 

becomes a black hole of manual processes: no visibility, 

no communication, and no collaboration. Allowing this to 

continue impacts the top and bottom lines; customers are 

impacted, leading to reduced revenue, and expensive 

stopgap solutions have to be used, increasing operating 

costs without elevating value or profit.

Infor - - Improving the visual representation of your 

products to prospects and customers with added 

capabilities within Infor's enterprise CPQ solution - 

From interest generation to quoting, ordering, and 

fulfillment, ensuring your products have the chance to be 

included in every opportunity is crucial in today's 

competitive environment. This session will provide an 

overview of all the many visual options that can 

differentiate you from your competitors.

Synergy Resources - Tania St George - Project 

Accounting in CSI SyteLine  - Projects, Tasks, Resources, 

Milestones, WBS'. Burden yourself with ideas on how to 

use CSI Syteline Project Module for internal and external 

projects.

11:15 AM - 11:30 AM

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM  Session #11 Infor - -  Advanced Planning & Scheduling (APS) & Get 

Available to Promise (ATP) - A practical walk through of 

the parameters and critical data that needs to be right

Infor - - Factory Track Warehouse Mobility for 

SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial: Configuration, Usage, 

and Tips and Tricks - Warehouse Mobility is a highly 

configurable and extensible solution, which is built for 

allows manufacturers to accelerate SyteLine/CloudSuite 

Industrial warehouse operations. This hands-on session 

will walk you through some the most common 

configuration options for a few commonly used 

Warehouse Mobility transactions

Infor - - How to consume monthly updates of 

SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial - If you're a v10 customer 

or looking to move to v10 either either in the cloud or on-

premises, do you know how to take advantage of the new 

functionality released monthly? In this session we'll walk 

through the steps and processes to consume and leverage 

the new functionalities released as part of the monthly 

maintenance cycle. We'll also explain what it means by 

single version.

Unilink - - Key Indicators of a Successful EDI Journey - 

Listen to a panel of your peers discuss their EDI journey: 

obstacles, challenges, and lessons learned. Leave the 

session equipped with a list of key indicators to evaluate if 

you are set up for success.

RenaissanceTech - Jeremy Finley - How to Sell more and 

Screw-up Less with Infor Configure Price Quote (CPQ) - 

In this session we will demonstrate the Syteline and CPQ 

Integration. Infor CPQ produces stunning product 

visualizations and uses rules-based, guided-selling, for 

exact quoting and pricing. Join us to see how integrating 

Infor CPQ with Syteline automates your quoting process 

& expands your system’s capabilities.

CyberScience - Jim Maughn - Easy, Fast, and Powerful 

Reporting and Dashboards for SyteLine and Cloud-based 

CSI - Come and hear from multiple SyteLine and CSI 

customers who are empowering their organizations with 

impressive reports and dashboards using Cyberquery 

(CQ).  Come and see why hundreds of SyteLine and CSI 

sites are thrilled with the performance and flexibility of 

CQ.

Snack Break  


